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About This Game

"Out of ammunition. God Save the King." – This was the message sent by the British forces in the final hours of the struggle for
Arnhem Bridge. It was intended for the Allied forces, but it was only heard by the Germans.

Close Combat – Last Stand Arnhem is a highly enhanced new release of Close Combat, using the latest Close Combat engine
with many additional improvements. Its design is based on the critically acclaimed Close Combat – A Bridge Too Far, originally
developed by Atomic Games, as well as the more recent Close Combat: The Longest Day. This is the most ambitious and most

improved of the new Close Combat releases.

As the Allies, you will carry out the world’s largest airborne operation, Operation Market Garden, to cross the Rhine and bring a
swift end to the war or, as the Germans, use a hastily organized set of defense forces to prevent the Allies from reaching their

ultimate goal, Arnhem Bridge. Close Combat – Last Stand Arnhem comes with expanded force pools, reserve & static
battlegroups, a troop point buying system, ferry and assault crossings, destructible bridges, static forces and much more! Also

included in this rebuild are 60+ battles, operations and campaigns including a new enhanced Grand Campaign!

FEATURES

•Highly enhanced release based on the critically acclaimed Close Combat: A Bridge Too far title, originally developed by
Atomic Games, and the latest Close Combat: The Longest Day.

•Expanded strat layer with new strat map image as well as 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps.
•Comes with all new 60+ battles, operations and campaigns including a new enhanced Grand Campaign.

•Many new game features including troop point buying system, destructible bridges, ferry and assault river crossings, night-time
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battles, flare effects, and more!
•A point buying system - each battle group and parent formation has a limited pool of points to be spent to buy teams from the

Force Pool.
•Bridge demolition and repair.

•Assault river crossings and ferry river crossings.
•Front line and Reserve Battlegroups

•Improved Battlegroup management ability to stack battle groups, ability to merge battle groups, ability for one battlegroup to
lend teams to another, ability for battlegroups to move through each other on the strat map.

•Static troops a small number of teams associated with a specific map will defend the map even if no battlegroup is present.
•Ability to specify starting turn (of starting day) for operations and campaigns to the scenario editor.

•Ability to specify arrival turn for reinforcements in scenario editor. Increased maximum number of turns / day to 6.
•Size/echelon data for battle groups (i.e. Company / Battalion / Regiment) which controls the number of team slots available in

battle group screen.
•Parent formation tracking for battle groups

•The parent formation for both 1 Para Bde and 4 Para Bde will be British 1st Airborne Division, for example.
•Reduced aerial re-supply effectiveness if an enemy battle group is present on the target map.

•Video playback at battle / campaign / operation start and each new day of the grand campaign.
•Even more improvements have been made to the AI to reduce some of the more inadequate performance issues, in particular

with respect to vehicle pathing, the 'crawl of death', and Team and Unit morale and response in general.

•Battle the enemy in the darkness. Includes simulated flare effects where ability to see the enemy troops is effected by flare
deployment.

•Comes with all new 60+ battles, operations and campaigns.
•Expanded strat layer with new strat map image as well as 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps. That's an additional 21

tactical map slots over the original game!
•New reports at the end of battle showing campaign cohesion and VL control track your progress after each bout.

•Display of battlegroup cohesion and fatigue status.
•Game accepts maps up to 4800x4800 pixels as compared to the stock CC5 map size of 3600x3600 pixels.

•Off-board or off-map support quantities now tied to difficulty level.
•Improved graphical communication of strat map connections.

•Game can be played in windowed mode.
•Tweaked User Interface graphics, with nearly all new planes, vehicles and map graphics.

•Also includes carefully crafted game play manual No longer requires second party utilities for modding to provide years of
additional gaming excitement.

•Among the moddable features: ALL strat layer features, ALL campaign details including weather, turns per day, scoring, all
support mission types for both sides and locations, battlegroup recycling, battlegroup retreat/disband, supply and much more!

•Teams, battlegroups, elements, forcepools soldiers, vehicles, and weapons files maximum number of entries extended.
•Capable of representing multiple nationalities with varying capabilities available to both sides.

•Capable of simulating airborne battlegroup deployment drop zones.
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This is probably one of the coolest games I have ever played. Sadly, I have only done so by myself.

It is a multiplayer game.. Great game. Very funny life/money/study/work manager. Strong buy reco.. Works flawlessly on
Linux.

Switched to it from WoW. More immersive, better single player content and more dynamic combat.. This is a very difficult
game! Dark souls rest. Very Funny and interesting. But not enough animations and a bit silly NPCs. 7\/10 for indie game.. Very
scary, spooky, and good.. Picked this game up during a sale, it is a good game with an amazing map and setting.
BUT i do not think this game is worth the price as it is, max 20-30 euro and that is why i picked it up in the sale.

The story line can be completed in 20-40 hours and i managed to do this on Hard mode.
The game is limited to Single Player only, so the amount of hours you can putt in is limited, this relates to the price as well.

I almost stopped playing the game because i started off on normal and could not believe how i rolled through everything like
butter, gladly when i switched to hard it became much more enjoyable.

What would be a good addition to make more hours in this game is to allow coop mode, meaning you could go with your friend
and hunt together! The game would become much more fun as well.. Great Game ! You can tell the devoper has spent a great
deal of time getting everything right. This is a recomended buy.

Message to the developer:

 Please don't give up on Steam its just a matter of time for people to learn that you are here.

 I have purchased all your games on IOS and will buy them on steam too.
Inferno 2 plays great on the big screen! Steam needs more developers like you, it surprises me that they don't promote your
game more for you.. Nice job! This is the best VR shooter I've tried before!
So intense and the graphics is amazing.
3rd level was too hard, but maybe it's just me.
Worth a price.
Definitely keeping it and looking forward for the next update
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So, this game, is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

It's a multiplayer game and it has literally zero players playing it, with no bots.

But even if it had players, there are certain things that you really want to except from the game that has a ripoff M4 carbine that
doesn't even have properly aligned iron sights due to a lack of carry handle.

You except it to either shoot burst, or full auto. Well this game's M4 has THREE firemode options.

Semi, single, and auto, in that order.

Semi does what you except it to do, and fires a 3 ROUND BURST.

SINGLE does what you thought it wouldn't do, and fires a singular shot.

And auto will fire a 3 round burst, and fire reguarly after so by holding down M1.

The glock doesn't even put the irons up to your face.

There are more populated, and free roblox shooters, yes, ROBLOX shooters that have an active playerbase, that are much more
worth your time than this thing.

If it was free, it would have an excuse, but at over 8 bucks, i'm gonna put my foot down.. This DLC is fairly sprawling, and the
concept is fun: two fronts, late-war weapon ideas made real. I did not particularl enjoy the first half of the missions, to be
honest. It felt too similar to the other recent DLC set in the Russian front. However, Italy was a nice diversion and the Western
front battles are fun and seem more varied.

OoB truly shines when combined arms are in play and too often I felt limited by zero naval options (given the locales, makes
sense) and minimal points to spend on air forces.

All that said, you have access to Konigtigers and some other fun\/absurd tanks and overall it's worth the time, effort, and
money.. Should have been free\/included with the game or not even exist.. My dream come true! I have waited a very long time
for this gem to come to PC. Always had difficulty playing this game on my iPhone and iPad with my big hands. Now I can play
on the big screen with keyboard and mouse. Thank you so much for making this happen!. I love these games and need more of
them! It was difficult at first to figure out what I was doing after playing "Paint it Back" (which I also loved!), but once I grew
accustomed to how it worked I was immediately addicted and looking for more! They are not the most difficult puzzles, but i
am very happy with them. If you need super challenging, annoying puzzles to occupy you, then this is not for you. :) Would love
to see more of this series on Steam immediately!! :)
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